Alcatel-Lucent SD-WAN
Versa Networks Titan offer

Cloud-managed secure branch & WAN solution. Simplified deployment & management of enterprise branch network.
SD-WAN - Titan offer
Next generation platform delivering advanced network & security services

SD-WAN Versa Networks solution provides an **end-to-end solution that simplifies and secures the WAN connectivity at every brand office**. Titan delivers a broad set of capabilities and features to build an agile and secure remote branch network.

Versa Titan supports multiple access types, automated multi-path site-to-site VPN, direct Internet breakout, application prioritization based on user and link capacity rules.

Recognized as **Leader in the Gartner WAN Edge infrastructure Magic Quadrant**

Versa Titan helps organizations to reduce cost, time, and complexity associated with WAN transformation

Versa Titan makes it easy to deploy and manage your network edge, **while simplifying the branch with fewer devices**. Organizations also gain **enhanced visibility and control** of applications, bandwidth utilization, network performance, and security.

**Cost savings**
Enterprises can save up to 70% of WAN costs leveraging SD-WAN

**Business Agility**
Speed is value. SD-WAN deployment takes as little as 8 to 48 hours.

**Advanced Security: SASE**
Comprehensive security, visibility & control over traffic, users & IoT.

**Connections optimization**
50% of data traversing the enterprise WAN is coming from and goes to Cloud applications.

**Improve Cloud app performance**
40x improved performance for Cloud and SaaS applications.
Cloud-managed SD-WAN and Security
Next generation platform delivering advanced WAN networking and security services

Quick & simple site activation
Automate deployments with zero-touch provisioning to quickly and easily get your branches up and connected without sending experts onsite. LTE, Broadband, or MPLS – doesn’t matter, simply plug in and get connected.

Better User Experience and Reliability
Versa Titan delivers SASE for user and application-level visibility and control, maximizing the performance of all available bandwidth and links, which improves business continuity and productivity.

Easy Management and Administration
Versa Titan transforms user and operational experience with a modern web portal and mobile application. Administrators can intuitively and quickly activate, configure, secure, and troubleshoot branch sites and WAN.

 Increased multi-layer security end-to-end LAN, WLAN & WAN

- **Secure Diversified Code** for OmniSwitch Operating System (AOS)
- **Advanced Network Access Control**
- **IoT secure onboarding and segmentation**
  - Next generation firewall (anti-virus, IPS, web-filtering)
- **Secure Access Service Edge** (SASE)
- **Zero Trust** Network Access (ZTNA)
SD-WAN fulfils modern network requirements for organizations within many industries

- Remote learning
- Digital textbooks / learning resources
- Fast & secure communication

- Streamlined network
- New digital communication capabilities
- Reduced outages

- Education

- Energy & Utilities

- Digital services
- High-speed network access for guests
- Seamless service

- Multi-cloud / hybrid cloud
- Automation
- Data analytics & API platforms
- Role-based access controls

- Hospitality

- Government

- Cloud
- Virtual Desktop infrastructure
- Telehealth facility
- IoT, AI & Big Data analytics

- Large-scale network operations
- Automation
- IoT
- Robotics

- Healthcare

- Transportation

Extend your network advantages beyond the branch edge

- Accelerated time to service with network automation

- Zero-touch branch, LAN & WLAN provisioning

- Simple & flexible network design at every branches

- Super fast convergence time (sub-second)

- Simplified WAN operations

- Users, applications & IoT visibility extended from LAN & WLAN to the WAN